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Summary 
The “half-half-half principle” emerged at one time as one form of “Holy Grail” for successful project 

development. The intention was that a project would be accomplished in half the normal time, for half 

the usual capital cost, and result in half the benchmark operating costs. It is an admirable goal but one 

that, self-evidently, won’t happen without significant paradigm shifts along the way. The thinking has 

to change. There are no doubt those amongst our peers who have experienced the initial fervour of such 

a war-cry, only for the wagons to get bogged down in the comfort zone of accepted wisdom. In short,  

shifting the paradigms is a risky business – and more usually the appetite for such risks is satisfied way 

short of the original vision. 

 

The EKATI plant expansion project is, to some extent,  an example of how certain paradigms 

established during the original design phase of the EKATI project became impediments to developing a 

cost effective solution to the need for expanded plant capacity. The original concept of simply 

duplicating plant sections (for which space had been allowed for in the original design and building 

shell) was too expensive, too inflexible and on the basis of observations during production operations, 

too conservative. An early concept of relieving the main bottleneck in the DMS section by recovering 

fine diamonds using flotation had to be shelved due to uncertain outcome, and cost estimates for the 

plant expansion based on a strategy of general duplication confirmed that it was not at all attractive to 

proceed with. A possible alternative of designing smaller versions of the installed sections was 

considered, but was also abandoned due to the difficulties of tie-ing in alternative designs to existing 

equipment, the resulting non-standardisation of the new equipment and likely extended commissioning, 

with consequent disruption to production and hence cash-flow.  The solution that has currently been 

adopted takes full advantage of observations made during production operations, and is based on 

changing the duty of the existing secondary crushing, scrubbing and screening streams, rather than by 
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installing duplicate streams. This allows the overall capacity to be increased, without increasing either 

secondary crushing or any scrubbing equipment. Consequently, the capital cost was reduced by 30%, 

or approaching R200M, without reducing the target throughput capability.  

 

Definition drilling is currently in progress to indicate a target throughput for future plant operation. 
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Expansion Strategy  - from original, 1996, design to 2003 
The EKATI process plant, shown below in 3-D model form,  is operated by BHP Billiton, which also 

has majority ownership (80%) of the EKATI Mine.  The plant consists of primary and secondary 

crushing sections, scrubbing, screening and high pressure roll crushing sections together with a DMS 

section consisting of two modules of nominally 150tph capacity each. Water recovery is provided via 

two 12m diameter Wren CAT’s, with fine tailings being pumped to conventional deposition dams 

along heated and insulated pipelines. Coarse tailings are removed by truck to a stockpile area.   

 

The EKATI plant was commissioned in 1998 and had an initial throughput target of 9,000dtpd of 

kimberlite ore from the Panda and Koala pipes, but was designed to be expandable to achieve an 

ultimate throughput of 18,000dtpd, provisionally around year 9 of production. Diamond size range for 

recovery was nominally 1-25mm. The expansion strategy was based on duplicating plant sections, for 

which space was allowed in the shell of the plant building. In-plant conveyors were however designed 

from the outset to accommodate the ultimate throughtput, as duplicating conveyors was not an option, 

and relacing existing conveyors with uprated conveyors would have involved severe disruption to the 

plant operation. One of the driving factors behind the expansion strategy adopted was the need to 

accomplish expansion with the minimal disruption to ongoing production. This meant that “tried and 

tested” module designs were attractive, as construction would be facilitated and commissioning 

relatively rapid. There would be little learning curve for the operational staff, as they would already be 

familiar with the new sections installed.  
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Over the first 5 years of operation, a combination of factors resulted in a need to review the expansion 

strategy. Firstly, the ore-type envelope on which the original plant flowsheet was based was found to be 

conservative, even though it was derived from extensive laboratory and pilot plant testing. That is to 

say, the capacity requirements for downstream process sections were not as high as originally 

indicated. Secondly, ongoing de-bottlenecking of the plant by the operations team meant that, even on 

the original design ore-type envelope, the plant capacity was increased. Essentially the inherent safety 

factors built into the plant design were identified and exploited for higher throughput. As a result of 

these two factors, by 2001 the plant was already achieving a throughput of 10,500dtpd, and by 2004, 

12,000dtpd or greater, without any major modifications. Lastly the mine plan evolved from that on 

which the original design requirements were based, omitting such sources as Leslie pipe, but including 

Fox and some other, smaller, pipes.  Essentially, very hard hypabyssal kimberlite from Leslie was 

replaced by much more weathered ore from Fox. However, the relative diamond values also changed, 

such that a larger volume of Fox would be needed to maintain revenue.  

 

Establishing the Baseline - 2001 
So, from the original simple solution of duplicating plant sections, the expansion strategy now had to 

contend with different ore, different plant capability and different plant capacity.  In response to  this, a 

three stage strategy was adopted. The first phase, completed in 2002, was to determine what the plant 

was actually treating, and how the characteristics of the ore being treated related to the characteristics 

of the ore that would be treated under the expansion scenario. A part of this exercise was also aimed at 

deriving nominal bottleneck capacities for the individual plant sections. To achieve this, a mass-

balance model of the plant was required, which was created using Metsim.  

 

A large amount of data was provided by EKATI Mine, in the form of a mass balance calculated from 

weightometers etc situated on various streams around the process plant.  Additional data was provided 

in the form of size analyses of the HPGR product, obtained from laboratory testwork.  In early 

development of the model, it became rapidly clear that the HPGR size analyses were inconsistent with 

the mass balance data provided by EKATI, and if incorporated into the model resulted in a prediction 

of feed arisings to both HPGR and HMS that were impossibly high.  The clear implication was that the 
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“effective” HPGR product (that is, subsequent to secondary scrubbing) was in fact much finer than that 

measured in the laboratory.  It was also apparent that the original “design” coarse primary scrubber 

product size analysis was inconsistent with the current arisings to thickening from primary degritting. 

 

Unfortunately it is not possible to directly sample the primary (or secondary) scrubber product.  

Therefore, in order to provide some direction as to how to resolve these conflicts, use was made of a 

pre-planned visit to EKATI, on 12th December 2001, to interrogate the control system.  Daily averaged 

data was obtained for a period of approximately 40 days.  Derived mass flows were extracted for both 

primary and secondary degrit to thickening, as well as fine tails and HPGR feed.  Whilst again not 

representing a usable mass balance as such, due to the inherent low accuracy (and uncertain calibration) 

of the density values for the slurry streams, the data obtained allowed the primary scrubber product to 

be revised to be more representative of the current operation. 

 

Further complications arose associated with the inefficiency of the degrit screens.  The top deck 

product from secondary degritting reports to HMS feed, and any significant volume of misplaced fines 

is removed on the HMS module feed preparation screens.  This then finds it’s way into the HMS 

section effluent, which is returned either to the scrubbing section (and therefore becomes a further 

burden on the degrit section) or is routed directly to the thickening section.  The effect on the mass 

balance can be considerable.  There was no identification in the EKATI data of the option selected on a 

daily basis, and it proved not possible to trend this specifically. 

 
The model of the existing operation that was derived, shown below, combining historical data provided 

by EKATI Diamond Mine with data extracted from the plant control system, must therefore be 

considered a “fuzzy” model.  This is, of course, in keeping with the nature of a real production plant.  

There were a large number of iterations of the model produced during the study and a variety of 

techniques were utilised to smooth data to achieve a meaningful end result. Eventually however a 

working model was generated that closely tracked the plant operation. The ore type being treated could 

then be re-positioned within the original design ore-type envelope, or in other words the design ore-

type envelope re-calibrated to reflect the actual treatment characteristics. The result of this was to 

narrow the ore-type envelope, with the fine limit unchanged, but the coarse limit becoming finer to 

reflect the experience gained during operation.  
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EKATI EXPANSION PROCESS REVIEW STUDY

PLANT MASS BALANCE (METSIM)

METSIM FILE EK01S9
BASIS Nov/Dec 2001 SNAPSHOT
ORE CASE Scrubbed headfeed sizings per original design "average ore case"

HPGR product sizing  developed to emulate Nov-Dec 2001 Snapshot  mass balance
DEGRIT CUT SIZES (mm) 1.2/0.65
HMS EFFLUENT Bypass scrubbing to thickening
PLANT FEED RATE (t/h) 515 (10,500t/d @ 85% availability/utilisation)
REMARKS Original design, plus degrit cut sizes changed 1998, operating at achievable throughput
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The outcome of the modelling exercise was a series of bottleneck hierarchies, shown in tabular and 

graphical form below, reflecting the effect of treating different  ore types in the plant. 

 

 

BOTTLENECK HIERARCHY – EKATI PROCESSPLANT 

SORTED BLENDED t/h SORTED REV COARSE t/h SORTED DESIGN FINE t/h

HMS 3 MODULES - 2,035 HMS 3 MODULES - 1,229 HMS 3 MODULES - 3,534
HPGR 2 MODULES - 1,417 HPGR 2 MODULES - 1,064 HMS 2 MODULES - 2,356
HMS 2 MODULES - 1,357 HMS 2 MODULES - 820 HPGR 2 MODULES - 1,863
SECONDARY DEGRIT TD - 775 THICKENERS 2 MODULES - 742 SECONDARY SCREEN BD - 970
SECONDARY SCREEN BD - 753 TAILS PUMPING 2 LINES - 742 SECONDARY SCRUBBER - 948
SECONDARY SCRUBBER - 721 PRIMARY DEGRIT TD - 729 HPGR 1 MODULE - 931
HPGR 1 MODULE - 708 SECONDARY DEGRIT TD - 712 SECONDARY DEGRIT TD - 861
THICKENERS 2 MODULES - 704 PRIMARY SCREEN BD - 659 THICKENERS 2 MODULES - 673
TAILS PUMPING 2 LINES - 704 SECONDARY SCREEN BD - 577 TAILS PUMPING 2 LINES - 673
PRIMARY DEGRIT TD - 663 SECONDARY SCRUBBER - 542 PRIMARY SCREEN BD - 616
PRIMARY SCREEN BD - 637 HPGR 1 MODULE - 532 PRIMARY DEGRIT TD - 611
PRIMARY SCRUBBER - 502 PRIMARY SCRUBBER - 502 PRIMARY SCRUBBER - 502

SORTED BLENDED t/d SORTED REV COARSE t/d SORTED DESIGN FINE t/d

HMS 3 MODULES - 41,533 HMS 3 MODULES - 25,090 HMS 3 MODULES - 72,130
HPGR 2 MODULES - 28,917 HPGR 2 MODULES - 21,722 HMS 2 MODULES - 48,087
HMS 2 MODULES - 27,688 HMS 2 MODULES - 16,727 HPGR 2 MODULES - 38,019
SECONDARY DEGRIT TD - 15,807 THICKENERS 2 MODULES - 15,148 SECONDARY SCREEN BD - 19,803
SECONDARY SCREEN BD - 15,367 TAILS PUMPING 2 LINES - 15,148 SECONDARY SCRUBBER - 19,350
SECONDARY SCRUBBER - 14,717 PRIMARY DEGRIT TD - 14,868 HPGR 1 MODULE - 19,010
HPGR 1 MODULE - 14,459 SECONDARY DEGRIT TD - 14,540 SECONDARY DEGRIT TD - 17,572
THICKENERS 2 MODULES - 14,370 PRIMARY SCREEN BD - 13,450 THICKENERS 2 MODULES - 13,729
TAILS PUMPING 2 LINES - 14,370 SECONDARY SCREEN BD - 11,777 TAILS PUMPING 2 LINES - 13,729
PRIMARY DEGRIT TD - 13,539 SECONDARY SCRUBBER - 11,055 PRIMARY SCREEN BD - 12,580
PRIMARY SCREEN BD - 12,996 HPGR 1 MODULE - 10,861 PRIMARY DEGRIT TD - 12,476
PRIMARY SCRUBBER - 10,241 PRIMARY SCRUBBER - 10,241 PRIMARY SCRUBBER - 10,241
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2002 - The Flotation section comes………… 
The second phase of the expansion strategy was to use the mass-balance model and bottleneck 

hierarchy  (that is to say the order in which, sequentially, the ROM throughput was constrained by the 

limits of each plant section) to determine what additional plant sections were required to achieve the 

target mine-call. During 2002 Target throughputs of 13,000dtpd, 15,000dtpd and 21,000dtpd were 

reviewed in detail. Initially there were some additional challenges, as testwork carried out by BHPB 

revealed a potential for recovering small diamonds (0.65-2mm) via flotation rather than via the DMS 

section installed at the plant.  This potential development meant that the mass-balance and bottleneck 

hierarchies had to be varied for different bottom sizes, generally increasing the capability of plant 

sections whilst reducing the capacity required in the same plant sections. The conceptual design of the 

flotation section had also to be completed, including requirements for ancillary services associated with 

it. Cost estimates were prepared, based around a combined flotation/upgraded main plant scenario to 

recover diamonds from 0.65-25mm, for ROM capacities of 13,000dtpd, 15,000dtpd and 21,000dtpd.  
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EKATI EXPANSION PROCESS REVIEW STUDY

PLANT MASS BALANCE (METSIM)

METSIM FILE EK03C10
BASIS Revised coarse envelope feed = Nov/Dec 2001 snapshot material
ORE CASE Scrubbed headfeed sizing per revised coarse envelope feed = Nov/Dec 2001 snapshot material

HPGR product sizing per revised coarse envelope feed = Nov/Dec 2001 snapshot material
DEGRIT CUT SIZES (mm) 2.0/0.65
HMS EFFLUENT To scrubbing per design
PLANT FEED RATE (t/h) 637 (13,000t/d @ 85% availability/utilisation)
REMARKS Expanded plant, operating at desired throughput

FLOTATION SECTION ADDED
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2002 - The Flotation section goes……. 
Through 2002, ongoing review of the proposed flotation route for fine diamonds began to reveal 

concerns, both about recovery efficiency and potential environmental challenges. Pilot plant tests at the 

EKATI site did not duplicate the initial laboratory scale testwork carried out elsewhere. At the very 

least significantly greater quantities of reagents might be required compared to originally expected. 

Since the terms of the water licence granted to EKATI are very strict indeed, this necessitated the 

inclusion of a water treatment plant complete with carbon column to remove reagents from the plant 

effluent. The volumes of water to be treated were very considerable, leading to escalating cost 

estimates. In addition, mining studies indicated that the ability of the mining operation to sustain a plant 

capability of 21,000dtpd was not guaranteed.  

 

As a result of these difficulties, the objective of the expansion was re-focused, returning to target a 

throughput of 18,000dtpd, but with a slightly modified diamond recovery size range of 1.2-25mm. The 

original concept for expansion was retained however, in that the expansion strategy still allowed only 

for duplication of existing plant sections, without any attempt at significant re-design. Illustrations of 

the intended new plant sections are shown in Appendix 1 below. 

 

Ekati Expansion - with Flotation
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By late 2003, the following expansion options had been addressed: 

 

 

Expanded Plant Capability 

Strategy based on duplication of existing flowsheet 

 
Nom 

Capacity 
Diamond Size 

Range 
Strategy Basis Capital Cost C$M 

Dry tons per 
day 

mm  Total 
C$M 

Per additional 
tpd, C$ 

10,500 1.2-25 Operation as at 2002 - - 
13,000 0.65-25 Flotation module for 0.65-2mm 

diamonds 
Water treatment plant with carbon 
column and regeneration kiln 

29 11,600 

15,000 0.65-25 As for 13,000, plus: 
Additional Flotation module 
Additional Secondary crusher 
Additional Primary Scrubbing and 
Screening module 
Additional primary degritting module 
Additional High Pressure Grinding 
Rolls 
Additional Thickener 

52 11,555 

21,000 0.65-25 As for 15,000, plus: 
Additional Primary Crusher (MMD 
mineral sizer) 
Additional Coarse Ore Reclaim 
System 
Additional DMS module 
Additional Thickener 
Additional Secondary Scrubbing and 
Screening module 
Additional Secondary Degritting 
module 
 

117 11,143 

18,000 1.2-25 As for 21,000, plus: 
Additional DMS module 
Process Building Extension 
Delete all Flotation modules 
Delete complete water treatment plant 

126 16,800 

 
 
Note: Some items have been omitted from the comparison as they were subsequently implemented 

outside of the expansion project. 

 

As can be seen, the impact of omitting the recovery of fine diamonds by flotation has resulted in an 

increase in capital cost to achieve a lower throughput without recovery of diamonds in the size range 

0.65-1.2mm. 
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Complete Rethink of the Expansion Strategy – December 2003 
 

As at the end of 2003, the commercial attractiveness of the planned plant expansion was in serious 

doubt, threatened by the high cost associated with the “conventional” approach. This was exacerbated 

by the fact that, by 2003, the plant capability without major modification had risen further, to 

approximately 12,500dtpd due to a change in lower size for diamond recovery, from 1.2 to nominally 

1.6mm, and finer ore. This meant that the planned expansion, based on the original strategy of 

duplication, would return a plant with an actual capability of greatly in excess of the capacity required 

of 18,000dtpd , which the mining operation could not sustain, at a very high capital cost. Whilst there 

was some opportunity for reducing the scope of facilities, for instance the 4th DMS module could be 

omitted, the nature of the plant design is such that an expansion based on duplication of the existing 

flowsheet requires equipment to be installed simply to preserve the materials handling flow, 

irrespective of process necessity.  

 

Essentially, the conclusion was that the fundamental basis for the plant expansion was  unsatisfactory, 

and had become increasingly out of alignment with operational developments. As a result of this, the 

expansion philosophy was reviewed, with the specific objective of reducing the capital cost. At the 

same time, the requirement to address a specific target throughput capability fell away. Instead the 

plant expansion philosophy would follow a sequential approach, providing a relationship between 

incremental capital cost and incremental capability. This was mostly necessary since mining studies 

reported a variable scale of cost per ton of ore delivered to the plant, which was quite complex in nature 

as a result of the variety of different deposits within the mine plan. Since these have different values, 

but also different costs to mine, the optimal expansion throughput target was a combination of plant 

costs and mining costs, versus revenues from different combinations of mined deposits to achieve the 

required capacity.  

 

Fundamental Flowsheet Changes 
An in-depth review of the plant operational experience revealed the following: 

• Poor primary scrubbing performance had only been experienced on one occasion, for a period 

of less than on day. Poor secondary scrubbing performance had never been experienced 
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• The high-pressure grinding rolls (HPGR) practically never approached their installed power, 

operating mostly at around 40-50% of installed power (and often less) 

• The secondary crusher was one of the limiting factors to additional throughput, since all the 

feed into the plant must pass through the secondary crusher (whether it requires crushing or 

not).  This was compounded when oversize reported to the crusher from the primary mineral 

sizer.  

• The ore type expected to predominate at higher throughput was from Fox, which is fine by 

nature (fundamentally, less reports to the DMS section as a percentage of ROM feed than 

“coarse” ore) 

• The DMS section coarse floats, which was designed to be recirculated to the  HPGR for 

liberation of any small diamonds contained within, was becoming more and more represented 

by barren granite, rather than by kimberlite. As a result some of the top-deck panels had been 

removed from the DMS floats screen during November 2003, causing the coarse floats to 

report with the fine floats to the tailings conveyor. 

  

Whilst bearing in mind that any shutdown of production for tie-in of new plant sections would have to 

be accomplished within the planned major maintenance shutdowns, opportunities for reducing the 

capital cost focused around the following concepts: 

 

• Relieving the secondary crusher bottleneck by installing a “scalping” screen in front of it, with 

only the screen oversize reporting to the crusher, and hence to the primary scrubber 

• Routing the scalping screen underflow directly to a sizing screen, identical to the existing 

sizing screen and located as originally allowed for, omitting the primary scrubbing stage on 

this material. The nominal cut-size of the scalping screen would be 50mm. 

• Installing a second scalping screen ahead of the existing secondary scrubber, cutting at 3-

4mm. The screen undersize would report to a new, simplified, secondary degritting module, 

and the oversize would report to the existing secondary scrubber. There would be no new 

secondary scrubber or secondary sizing screen.  

• Installing wider HPGR rolls on the existing machine. Whilst this would require a complete 

new frame, all the hydraulics, gearboxes, motors and VVVF drives would remain the same. 
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This option was subsequently abandoned following a construction review which showed that 

revenue lost due to plant downtime to change the rolls would exceed the capital cost saving 

relative to installing a complete second HPGR module. 

Some illustrations of the proposed plant modifications are included in Appendix 2. 

 

Revalidation of the Mass Balance Model - 2004 
The original mass balance model was developed utilising data obtained from plant operations during 

2001. It was clear from discussions with the plant operations management team that the nature of the 

ore had changed since the model was developed. In addition, the bottom size for diamond recovery had 

changed from 1.2 to nominally 1.6mm. Furthermore, the strategy of  discarding the coarse DMS floats 

to waste, rather than recirculating them to the HPGR resulted in a fundamental change in the mass 

balance model. It was however not entirely sanctioned by auditing of the discarded coarse floats, 

although a bulk test indicated the value to be very low. Therefore, the mass balance model had to be 

refined to permit the coarse floats to be either discarded or recycled. In order to understand what the 

effect of this was, two different data sets extracted from the plant management system were used to 

create the two alternative mass balances. These related to an extended period prior to 23rd November 

2003, when coarse DSMS floats were recycled as per the design, and a more or less equal period 

subsequent to 23rd November 2003, when the coarse DMS floats were discarded. Unfortunately, these 

periods covered a change of ore type. The ore had recently contained an increasing amount of barren 

granite, which is more persistent in the HPGR circuit than softer kimberlite. This caused the HPGR to 

become the bottleneck to ROM ore throughput, closely followed by the DMS section. It was this effect 

that prompted the decision to discard the coarse DMS floats on the 23rd November (and which has been 

the case ever since). Therefore the ore type on which the “DMS floats recycle” model was based was 

generally finer than the ore on which the “DMS floats discarded” was based. This meant that, for 

predictive modelling, only one model could be reliably used, and this should be the model that reflected 

the most likely scenario going forward. It was decided that discard of the coarse DMS floats would 

almost certainly continue, but perhaps not all the time. The baseline selected for predictive modelling 

was therefore the “discard” model based on ore treated after 23rd November 2003.  
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Feed blending and discard ratio for coarse DMS floats 
Predicting the throughput capability of the plant when fed different types of feed, and with different 

periods of discard of the coarse DMS floats requires a matrix approach. Since the feed to the plant is 

made up of ore from different sources, with relatively little opportunity for blending, the performance 

of the plant changes from day to day depending on the nature of the ore. A fine ore type will challenge 

the fine screening capability in the degritting sections, whilst coarse ore will impact mostly the HPGR 

and DMS sections. Therefore the achievable throughput cannot be determined by simulating a 

continuous ore feed that is “average”, but instead each ore type, and the throughput capability 

associated with it, must be time- weighted. Superimposed on this dynamic is the effect of varying the 

coarse DMS floats discard time. The result is a matrix of models that are blended together on a time-

weighted basis to produce a capability for a particular recipe of ore types and discard rate.   

 

During the modelling, additional complexity was added to allow other circuit changes to be examined, 

the most important being the potential for using optical sorting to discard coarse granite. Tests showed 

that granite and kimberlite were easily discriminated between using a laser based optical sorter, and 

that separation by optical means would be effective at reasonable high throughput rates. The potential 

for such a circuit was considered during the subsequent cost study, but ultimately excluded from the 

study conclusions due to the need for better definition of the stream values.  Optical sorting remains 

however a possibility for both granite rejection and diamond recovery and will be examined further in 

due course.   

 

Using the revised model and agreed feed and discard  parameters, a new bottleneck hierarchy was 

derived to show the effects of sequential removal of the bottlenecks, in five stages, with variable 

discard of coarse DMS floats.  
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EKATI Process Plant Expansion – Throughput Build-up relative to  
New Equipment Installed 

  Coarse HMS Floats - % Discard Time 
Stage Brief Description 100 90 85 75 0 

0 Current plant  13,449 13,087 12,913 12,551 10,036 
1 new primary scalping, sizing and degrit 

circuit, 3rd and 4th thickeners.  
15,707 15,210 14,962 14,465 10,036 

2 second HPGR module  18,415 17,708 17,354 16,647 11,345 
3 secondary scalping and degrit screen 19,627 18,799 18,385 17,557 11,345 
4 3rd HMS 24,022 23,128 22,682 21,788 15,088 
5 4th HMS 24,957 24,239 23,881 23,163 17,781 

 

There is potential benefit at each stage. This would generally result from either a more favourable ore 

type than used for the analysis, or from an increase in effective utilization of the plant resulting from 

opportunities to maintain equipment other than during a plant shutdown. At the same time, the risk 

remains that the ore might in fact be more difficult to treat, and/or the effective utilization will fall as a 

result of the greater amount of equipment in a single operating stream. While these factors are not 

possible to define accurately, they must be recognized in assessing financial implications. Following 

discussion in the process risk analysis forum, scenarios representing a variation in the ore type and 

utilization relative to the baseline were proposed.  

• Low  Coarser ore than baseline, 75% discard, 83% utilization 

• Conservative Baseline ore type, 75% discard, 85% utilization 

• Mid   Baseline ore type, 90% discard, 85% utilization 

• High   Finer ore than baseline, 100% discard, 87% utilization 

 

The following table presents nominal outcomes within a range.  Actual values could fall outside the 

range shown, but the perceived likelihood of this happening is low. 
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Sensitivity – Major Risks 

 Nominal Outcome, dtpd 
 Low Conservative Mid High 

Current Plant  11,842 12,551 13,087 12,642 
Stage 1 13,855 14,465 15,210 16,835 
Stage 2 15,892 16,647 17,708 19,992 
Stage 3 16,460 17,557 18,799 21,819 
Stage 4 22,128 21,788 23,128 24,578 
Stage 5 22,947 23,163 24,239 24,578 
 

As can be seen, the current operation is sensitive to a change in ore type either significantly coarser (as 

a result of HMS/HPGR bottlenecks) or finer (as a result of primary screening and degritting section 

bottlenecks).  

The capital costs associated with the five stages of expansion were estimated as follows: 

 

Stage Nom Throughput Capital Cost 

 dtpd $M, total Per additional dtpd, $ 

0 13,087 - - 

1 15,210 36 16957 

2 17,708 81 18014 

3 18,799 88 6416 

4 23,128 111 5313 

5 24,239 124 11701 
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Financial analysis incorporating mining costs and revenue predictions resulted in the selection of Stage 

3 as the preferred case to take forward to the feasibility study phase of the expansion project.  This 

reflects a low incremental cost of additional plant capacity  without  exceeding the ability of the mining 

operation to sustain the plant feed. The following comparison illustrates the evolution of the EKATI 

expansion project from the original strategy of duplication to the current strategy based on a revised 

flowsheet. 

EKATI Process Plant Expansion 

Strategy Comparison 

Strategy Nominal Throughput 

Capability 

Diamond size 

range 

mm 

Capital 

Cost 

$M 

 

Origjnal  - General 

Duplication 

 

18,000 

 

1.2-25 

 

126 

 

Revised, sequential 

bottleneck, at Stage 3 

 

18,799 

 

1.6-25 

 

88 
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Appendix 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original Expansion Strategy 

 

 

 

Proposed new Modules  for 18,000dtpd
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New secondary scrubbing/screening module 
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New secondary crusher and primary scrubbing/screening module 
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New primary degritting module 
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New secondary degritting module 
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DMS module No 3 
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Appendix 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Revised Expansion Strategy 
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Proposed Plant Feed Scalping Using a Roller Screen 
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Proposed Plant Feed Scalping Using a Roller Screen 
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Abon Roller Screen  - Screening Discs 
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Abon Roller Screen 

 
 


